meters from San Sebastián de La
Grutas on the road from Las Grut
to San Vicente, near concrete ele
tricity pole number 073, in the h
to the left. From a bushy tree, w
walked straight ahead to the bas
of the hill, then 80 meters to th
entrance, which is at an azimuth
218 degrees from the tree. It has
small, circular entrance 1.25 mete
in diameter at the foot of an oa
tree. A slope of 8 meters leads to
decorated room, from the end
which another sloping path leads
the lower part of the room, whe
there is a lot of breakdown. Slidin
down the breakdown, we found
small passage and a drop of
meters that leads to a lower passag
with two branches. These lead to
final room that is beautifully dec
rated with a white column and liv
sodastraws. We also noted vanda
ism and graffiti, as well as broke
bits of clay pots, chicken bones, an
egg shells that local people leav
behind as thanks for health, rain, o
good crops or even as a supplic
tion for bad luck to an enemy.
Along the same road and 1
meters to the left of pole 04
Resumidero del Paso Ancho is
sinkhole that captures an enormou
amount of water from two stream
during the wet season. Slidin
down 3 meters will take you to
narrow passage that leads 18 mete
to the edge of a drop of unknow
depth.
Finally, our companion in th
project from CIIDIR, Ing. Albert
says that in the town of San Pedr
Totomaxapa, 15 kilometers fro
Cueva de Llano Grande on the roa
to San Vicente, there is a cave wi
cave paintings of historical or cu
tural value that should be studied

Thanks for support and collabor
tion to our companions from th
Centro Interdisciplinario de Invest
gación para el Desarrollo Integr
Regional (CIIDIR) Oaxaca: biologi
Olga Herrera Arenas, director of th
ecotourism project at the Grutas d
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